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Guide Outline01

"THE CONNECT PROJECT WILL CREATE AN
INSPIRING COMMUNITY HUB AND LIFELONG
LEARNING RESOURCE."

This familiarisation guide is a
document produced by Dundee
Science Centre to ensure that all
visitors are able to prepare for their
visit.
 
This guide contains an overview of
Dundee Science Centre's building
layout, illustrating fire exits, facilities,
and exhibition areas.
 
We hope this guide will help you feel
confident and get you excited for your
visit with us!
 

This document has been created
ahead of our CONNECT project,
which is centered around the re-
development of the ground floor.
Its focus is on creating a more
accessible and inclusive
environment for every visitor.
 
 



 Map of the
Centre02

Ground Floor

First Floor



Outside Area
and Entrance 03

There are designated disabled
parking spaces in the car parks
to the front (pictured below
right) and rear of the building
(pictured above right). 
 
As these car parks are owned
by Dundee City Council, we are
unable to reserve spaces.
 
 

Our building has a level entrance,
with two doorways (pictured:right) 
To the left we have a revolving
doorway, and to the right of this we
have a double door entrance with
disabled access. 
 
This doorway is not automatic, and is
opened by pressing an access pad
located to the right of the doorway
(pictured below right).



Reception 04

Entry to Dundee Science Centre is processed by our Reception team at the
front desk. This is your main information point, and our team will explain about
prices, current exhibitions, and future events. They will also provide
introductions to the daily shows and demonstrations, as well as key information
to help you navigate the building, and make the most of your visit.
 
If there is a queue for admission when arriving at the Science Centre, please
let a member of staff know if you have any disabilities, and we will offer extra
assistance, providing you with added information regarding during your visit.  
  
Carers of disabled visitors are admitted free of charge, and visitors with any
assisted needs are admitted at a reduced rate. One carer admitted per
assisted visitor, including visitors aged 4 or under. 
 
Please bring along a carers badge, or form of ID to help us process your
admission on arrival.



Our packs have been created to support and enhance the centre
experience for both children, adults, and families. They are filled
with a selection of items ranging from soothing sensory toys to
fun fidgets, and include ear-defenders and a weighted blanket,
We currently have dinosaur and space packs available, just ask
our team at reception.
 
If you’d like to try one out and give us some feedback, please
feel free to contact staff@dundeesciencecentre.org.uk, and we
can have a pack waiting for you on the day of your visit. Packs
are currently limited and subject to availability.  
 
 

 Sensory Packs 05



GLOBAL GEOMETRY

Gift Shop06
Our gift shop is located beside the
main entrance, off to the right of
reception. 
 
Here you will find a range of science-
themed gifts to spark your curiosity,
develop your scientific understanding,
and take some of the fun you've had
home with you!
 
If you have any visual impairments,
just ask our team and we will be
happy to describe and explain any of
the gifts we stock.
 

ASK A MEMBER OF OUR TEAM ABOUT THEIR
FAVOURITE CURIOSITIES IN THE SHOP! 



Our first aid room is located next to the Reception (see
section 04). 
 
The room can also be used as a quiet space for visitors if
the auditorium is in use. 
 
Just ask a member of our team, and we'll be happy to
help.
 

First Aid Room07



Our lift is located to the left of reception, and takes you to
the Medical Marvels exhibition on the first floor.
 

Lift Access 08

The lift arrives at the first floor, at the start of the  Medical Curiosity wall.
 



If you’re just looking for a
space to relax, and eat or
drink, we have an open-
plan Coffee Shop at the
centre, which does not
require an admission
ticket to visit. If you have
special dietary
requirements, please
contact us in advance so
that we can cater to your
needs. To ensure that our
coffee shop area is an
open and inclusive space
we are happy for our
visitors with dietary needs
to bring their own
food/drink, and we have a
free bottle and food
warming site.

 

Infusion coffee shop offers snacks
and light lunches from 10am until
4pm daily, seven days a week.

Coffee Shop 09



GLOBAL GEOMETRY

Toilets10
Our toilet facilities can be found beside
coffee shop on the ground floor, and are
signposted around the centre. 
 
Through the central doorway, we have a
mens bathroom on the left, and a
womens bathroom on the right,
 
On the doorway to the left we have a 
 disbaled toilet which is gender neatral,
and to the right we have a baby
changing room which is gender neutral
and has a toilet within.
 
Our toilet facilities are checked hourly to
ensure that the highest standards of
hygiene are maintained. 
 
. 
 

 
 
Within our toilets we have screwtop
taps, and both hand towel dispensers
and electric hand dryers. 
 
Within our mens and women's
bathrooms, we have a lower level sink,
and children's hand dyers, designed to
minimise noise and encourage hand
washing pictured obove)



GLOBAL GEOMETRY

Downstairs
Exhibition11

Our ground floor exhibition area is
comprised of a number of interactive
exhibitions, all encouraging the user to
engage with the everyday science around
us.
 
Throughout the day, we run a mind-ball
game, where you can challenge your
opponent to a game of who can stay the
most relaxed. The aim of the game; chill
out to score the goal in your opponent's
net!
 
If you are unsure of how to interact with
an exhibit, just ask a member of our team;
we'd love to show you the science!
 

 
 
At the rear of the centre, we have a
sensory area, with elements of play to
encourage curiosity in the world
around us. Here we have a range of
exhibitions encouraging you to get
stuck in, from dress up, to musical light
boxes, and stem building materials.
 
Here we also have our own OptiMusic
an interactive floor piano, which will
play sounds as you walk over it. Just
look out for the circular light beams on
the floor.



Giant Head  
Our Giant Head is a big talking point for visitors to
the science centre, and it makes a great take-off
point to explore the ground floor exhibitions. 
 
Our Giant Head can be explored through the
nasal cavity, but only if you're under 1.4 meters. 
 
But don't worry if you're too tall, there is lots to learn
about what goes on inside your head from the
exhibits and information surrounding the head!



  
Dundee Science Centre is host to a variety of family-friendly,
interactive shows performed regularly by our team of Science
Communicators throughout the day.
 
Our science stage is the place to be to take part in our shows,
demonstrations and experiments. To fin d out what our
current and upcoming shows are, take a look at our 'What's
On' page on our website, contact us via the links on the last
page, or ask our team at reception on your day of visit.

Science Stage



Auditorium 12

Our auditorium is often used for shows, early years story
times, events, and school workshops.
 
It is a circular room, private from the open exhibition floor. 
 
The room has two doorways either side of the room, and a
projector to a large screen in the center. 
 
Ask our team how this room is being used on your day of visit,
or contact us and we can let you know if it will be available.
 



 

 

Upstairs
Exhibition13

Enter a medical theatre where you can explore
modern technology and compare the differences
with traditional surgery.  
 
Witness incredible keyhole surgery
demonstrations where you can also partake in a
mock surgery then journey through to our
anatomy table where you can explore the human
body through a gesture-based interface. 
 
Get beneath the skin and have a look at the
different layers in your body and look at your
veins up close in a near-infrared imaging system
and more!  
 
Our exhibition will let you explore the human
body in almost every facet and will introduce you
to the development and innovation of tools.



 
 

Our Medical Marvels exhbiiton , upstairs, can be reached
from the staircase from the ground floor (opposite the giant
head) leading to upstairs exhibition, or from taking the lift
(see previous page detailing lift access). 

Staircase from ground
floor to first floor,
opposite the Giant Head

Lift from ground floor,
pictured here, at the first
floor, outside the
medical curiosities wall.

Upstairs Exhibition:
Access



SELECT TOOLS BY
HOVERING YOUR
HAND OVER THE 
INTERACTIVE TORSO
TO PREFORM VIRTUAL
KEYHOLE SURGERY.

Our 'operating theatre' is a circular
room at the top of the stairs on the
first floor. 
 
Here, our visitors can try out digital
‘surgery’ on interactive torsos,
from the first cut of the scalpel to
stitching up the wound.
 
 Visitors can also test real-life
techniques used in medical
training and learn about the future
of exploratory medicine using a
range of interactive exhibits.

Operating Theatre:
Interactive Surgery 



Around the wal ls of  our
operat ing theatre,  we have
three body screens, which
al low you to explore the layers
of the human body, and learn
about working in the medical
industry.
 
Just  stand out in f ront of  them,
at least  1 metre away, using
your hands to select  f rom the
opt ions.

Operating Theatre:
Body Screens



As you make your way out of the operating
theatre, you follow the corridor along, finding
interactive exhibitions along the way such as
these MRI and ultrasound exhibits pictured
above.
 
 Discover how we can see inside the body
through Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI),
exploring how disease can be diagnosed and
treated through minimally-invasive techniques.
 
 Leaving the operating room, the path swings
round to the right hand side, where it opens out
into another room, where you will find more
Medical Marvels exhibits. 

TRY OUT OUR ULTRASOUND
SCANNING SCREEN, OR EXAMINE
THE MRI SECTIONS OF THE BODY!

MRI and Ultrasound
Exhibits
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Following on from our MRI exhibition, we have a number of fun and interactive
exhibits for you to explore the human anatomy and learn about the developments of
medical technology. 
 
Here we have a cell dye-agnosis wall, where you have to find and eliminate the
unhealthy cells in a timed game.
 
The exhibition features an interactive anatomy table that allows visitors to select
scenarios, from how the heart pumps to ageing, and realistically explore the different
layers of the human body. 
 
There is also the chance to examine your veins with the vein finder, and learn about
the use of venous stents. 
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 Visitors can learn about the past, present,
and future of medical science in Dundee
through our through a medical curiosities
wall showcasing genuine artefacts, ranging
from a rib scraper and glass eye inserter, to
19th Century surgical toolkits. Alongside
more modern advances, the artefacts are
on loan from the University of Dundee
Tayside Medical History Museum archives.
 
 



Innovate  14
Innovate is one of our rooms
designed for school groups,
parties, as well as events and
workshops. 
 
The room has two settings,
pictured to the right: with the
sliding doors at the rear of
the room open or closed.
 



Inspire  15
Inspire is the larger of our rooms
designed for school groups, as well
as events and workshops. 
 
The large room is able to be split
into two smaller rooms using the
sliding doors across the centre.
 
Inspire is located at the top of the
stairs, to the right hand side, with
entrance through the doors at the
centre (pictured right):
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If you have any questions about
your visit to the centre, we would
love to hear from you! 
 
Just contact a member of our
team, through the channels at the
bottom of this page.

01382 228800

Dundee Science Centre, Greenmarket,
Dundee, DD1 4QB

http://www.dundeesciencecentre.org.uk/

staff@dundeesciencecentre.org.uk


